
As a result of a two-year MINERVA-SOCRATES program of seven European ountries (for today all of them

have beome members of the EU) a new web-based mathematis knowledge base ame into existene. The idea of the

ooperation ame from the NRICH of Cambridge University (http://nrih.maths.org), the SOLMU Finnish ma-

thematial web-journal (http://solmu.math.helsinki.fi/) and the KöMaL (High-Shool Mathematis and Physis

Journal) (http://komal.hu). All these Internet-based journals target pupils under the age of 18, searh for talents

using distane learning (ompetitions based on interesting problems and solutions submitted in e-mail), and share

valuable pedagogial experiene with the teahers. The NRICH program is a joint projet involving the Mathematis

and Eduation faulties in Cambridge University whih is known worldwide. SOLMU was founded at the Helsinki

University with the aim of renewing teahing of mathematis in Finland. KöMaL wants to use the English version

of this unique 100-year old journal for seondary shool pupils and teahers to reah readers and problem solvers in

Europe over the Internet.

The thesaurus is aessible over the Internet by pupils, parents, teahers, translators and researhers from all ount-

ries of Europe and the world using their standard web browsers. This is now published at http://thesaurus.maths.org

and ontains mathematial terms in English, Danish, Finnish, Polish, Lithuanian, Hungarian, German, Spanish and

Slovak. The terms an be displayed in one, two or all languages in parallel, inluding explanations, de�nitions, and �

where possible � illustrations, animations and examples. It is more than a ommon lexion: Our thesaurus explains

the mathematial words and expressions in a wider ontext and in relation to other terms. The �nal version will allow

searh by topi as well. In the present version one an start from a keyword of a topi, and follow graphial links to

over the entire topi. It is a very important feature of the MMKB that it an be extended to over more languages

and new ontent.

Who and how an use the Internet-based mathematial thesaurus?

• Pupils if they did not understand something in the lassroom; if they were ill when a topi was taught: then they

an �nd and better understand ertain mathematial expressions.

• Pupils studying abroad if they lak perfet knowledge of math terms in the foreign language: they an �nd

translations and explanations.

• Teahers an use it when preparing for the lass: in bilingual shools, or if they want to know how a ertain topi

is built and explained in other ountries.

• It an be used as an example while teahing informatis.

• Anybody (adult, parent) an use it in home learning.

• Having extended MMKB with higher-level math ontent, it an be a useful tool for people interested in or using

mathematis in their work.

• It an be used by universities in teahers' training and translator lasses.

• It an assist anyone in learning languages or translating math texts from any language to any other language.

There are other uses of MMKB: One an �nd and download lots of urriulum elements from the Internet. Having

installed the M-buttons module of MMKB, it is just a lik away to get a detailed explanation of a word found in any

mathematial text on the Internet (problems, text books, newspaper artiles, monographs and dissertations).

Readers of KöMaL's Hungarian web pages an omplement their knowledge while reading problems and artiles

if they use M-buttons to onnet to the Hungarian or a foreign language version of MMKB. They an use the forum

on our web page to share their questions, issues and ideas with olleagues or even sholars from another European

ountry � this would extend their possibilities when they selet a university for their further studies.

The more people use this math thesaurus, the more preise and higher quality its ontent will beome. The

thesaurus an be omplemented with new words at any time, existing de�nitions an be improved and orreted, and

multimedia ontent an be added.

Visit and explore http://thesaurus.maths.org!
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